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Ricki Coughlan is a nature educator, artist and avian consultant who grew up on the 
beaches of southern Sydney, adjacent to Boat Harbour. She is a one time Warden of 
Broome Bird Observatory, “Australia’s Shorebird Capital”. It was during her time there 
that her passion for birds and nature in general was channelled into the fascinating 
lives of migratory shorebirds. After returning to the east coast, Ricki completed her 
tertiary studies in ornithology, established the ongoing community shorebird 
monitoring project at Long Reef and operations of an Avian Consultancy, which 
includes birding tours, interpretive sign creation, urban bushland and wetland 
surveys and nature education. She is a regular presenter on shorebirds, wetlands and 
the values and management of urban bushland fragments for a number of councils 
and community groups in the Sydney region and NSW Central Coast.

In 2006, following the expansion of the Port Botany Container Terminal, Ricki was 
contracted as a participant in a project which surveyed the patterns of movement 
and occupation of shorebirds at a number of locations in the greater Sydney region. 
She was allocated Boat Harbour as a survey site. For the next 5 years Ricki surveyed 
the shorebirds at Boat Harbour in all weather conditions on a weekly basis in the 
warmer months and fortnightly in the cooler months. The knowledge gained during 
those survey years has contributed to this book. 

Ricki continues to work as a nature educator, consultant and interpretive sign 
artist/designer. She hopes that this book will bring pleasure to nature lovers and 
ignite a passion for shorebirds among residents in the Boat Harbour locality, leading 
to improved management of this small gem of the natural world amid growing 
urbanisation in the region.

About the author



It will be obvious to the reader of this little booklet that Ricki Coughlan has 
dedicated much of her life the study birds, especially shorebirds. This booklet about 
Boat Harbour and its birds is the culmination of several years of intensive study of 
the birds of Boat Harbour as part of a larger overarching study project as to the 
potential impact on shorebirds by development and the need for environmental 
o!sets.

Ricki is passionate about shorebirds and sees a way towards their wellbeing by 
making people aware of the birds and their plight and not only during their 
astonishing migrations. She also understands the need to take care of the birds 
whilst they are in Australia, at Boat Harbour for example. Boat Harbour is a little oasis 
in an area where some of the species that occur there have virtually disappeared 
across the Sydney Region. For example, the Red-necked Stint.

Shorebirds are not the easiest species to identify by the casual observer but, on the 
other hand they provide a better opportunity for birdwatchers to observe them as 
they often gather in the open, feeding or sitting in small groups or "ocks. This 
provides ample time to observe and identify them.

This handy and informative e-book provides location and access information about 
Boat Harbour as well as its birds and covers all of the species likely to occur at the 
site. It has been produced speci#cally to encourage you to get out and witness the 
lives of these amazing birds as well as assist with identi#cation. It comes with some 
handy, printable ID sheets which you can pop in the glovebox or backpack. This 
enables the observer to look for the bird you want to identify without paging 
through a thick #eld guide.

The booklet also provides some interesting facts about the bird you are looking at 
and, in the case of migratory birds, what the birds had to go through to get to Boat 
Harbour. It contains interesting information you will not #nd in a #eld guide!

Phil Straw, 
December 2012 .

Foreword



1                                                                                           Common Shorebirds of Boat Harbour

General
Shorebirds could be a term which describes any birds which live along seasides, 
bays, rivers, lakes, marshes or swamps, but generally birdwatchers and scientists use 
the term when referring to members of the sandpipers, plovers and their allies. 
Scientists call this group the order Charadriiformes, which includes a surprisingly 
large assortment of families (as many as 19). In this small book we focus on those 
which commonly visit Boat Harbour, on the shores of Bate Bay, on Sydney’s southern 
outskirts. These include sandpipers, plovers, oystercatchers, gulls and terns. Many 
exclude the gulls and terns from this terminology, but genetic studies place them 
within this order and they are abundant and interesting members of the Boat 
Harbour community, so it is !tting to include them here.

The fossil record, which is con!rmed by genetic studies, tells us that shorebirds have 
long played a role in the story of life on earth. The ancestors of the shorebirds were 
present alongside dinosaurs, 95 million years ago1.

The two largest and most diverse groups of shorebirds, the plovers and sandpipers, 
include some of the world’s most wide ranging and high endurance migratory 
species. Because they live similar lives in similar habitats, some plovers and 
sandpipers can be very similar in appearance, super!cially, at least. However, most of 
the visitors to Boat Harbour are very typical of their families and you will quickly 
learn to recognise those which belong to their respective families.

Sandpipers
Sandpipers typically have long legs, long bills, long wings and relatively small eyes. 
Their bills can carry many highly sensitive cells, so they tend to hunt by touch - 
probing in mud and sand to !nd 
their prey, sometimes well 
beneath the surface. This is 
called “tactile foraging” 
(more on page18). It is this 
ability which permits sandpipers to 
hunt for prey during low tides at night, 
which they sometimes do. Their long 
wings permit sustained, high speed "ight a 
must for transcontinental migration. All 
sandpipers which visit Boat 
Harbour are trans-hemispheric 
migrants, which breed in Siberia or 
Alaska.

The Red Knot is a
typical sandpiper

What are shorebirds?
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Plovers
Typical Plovers tend to have medium to long legs, long wings, short bills and 
relatively large eyes. Plovers hunt visually, gleaning or pecking their prey o! the 
surface of mud, sand or rocks. They have excellent night vision, which permits them 

to hunt during low tides at night as well as day. 

There are several sub-families in the 
plover group, which include the familiar 
Masked Lapwing (sometimes erroneously 

called the “Spur-winged Plover”), small 
plovers such as the Double-banded Plover 

(p25) and the larger “Tundra Plovers”, such as 
the Paci"c Golden Plover (p27). More about 
small plovers on page 24.

Gulls and terns
Gulls and terns have medium to very short legs, 

webbed feet, long, pointed wings and short necks. Whilst terns make a living out of 
"shing - often displaying their elegant dives and deep plunges for lucky beach goers, 
the gulls tend to be generalists which take carrion or live prey from shorelines or the 
water surface. Gulls will also "sh, but mostly tend to do so by forming “rafts” on the 
ocean surface and “duck diving” for "sh swimming near the surface. Since the 
appearance of Europeans in Australia, Silver Gulls have increased greatly in number 
and now form a threat to other birds, as they also tend to raid eggs from the nests of 
other species, such as terns3. The reasons for this are discussed on page 33.

Oystercatchers
Oystercatchers are a large, dumpy shorebird with long orange/red bills,  medium 
long orange/pink legs with either black and white, 
or entirely black plumage. Oystercatchers 
have a very broad menu consisting of 
vertebrate and invertebrate, soft 
bodied and hard-shelled organisms 
and this can di!er between the 
sexes. Research has demonstrated 
that this can be due to “resource partitioning” 
between the sexes4 (more on pages 5, 6 & 30). 
Oystercatchers frequently live in loose, fairly 
social groups which can provide some 
entertaining birdwatching.

The Double-banded Plover 
is a typical small plover

Aside from its overall black plumage, the Sooty 
Oystercatcher  is a typical member of its family
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Shorebird migration is an extremely demanding pursuit on every level. It requires a 
!nely honed range of physiological and behavioural adaptations and strategies, 
along with the ability to sense prevailing conditions, predict what might lay ahead 
and judge the best course of action. It requires the right weather conditions and an 
absence of bad luck. This is an extremely deep and complex topic and is mostly out 
of the scope of this small handbook, though we will look at some interesting aspects 
of migration later in this book. 

Most shorebirds which visit Boat Harbour breed in the High Arctic regions of Siberia 
and Alaska from early June to August - the northern summer, spend September 
through to April here in Australia and stop over on the shores of the Yellow Sea, to 
refuel, on the way north in April and May, and often south, in August and September. 
The routes which link these destinations are collectively known as the East Asian 
Australasian Flyway: one of several "yways across the world (see map on next page). 

To make these journeys the birds must endure non-stop "ights of several days at 
speeds of up to 110 kms per hour, at altitudes of 1-5 kms and all without food or 
water5. It is thought that they sleep on the wing by resting di#erent parts of their 
brain at di#erent times6. Stages of their journeys typically cover from 5 to 9,000 kms 
(depending whether the birds “stage” in Northern Australia or "y straight through) 
but in the case of the Bar-tailed Godwit, which "ies non-stop from Alaska to the East 
Coast of Australia on its southward migration, the "ight can take 11 or 12 days of 
continuous e#ort and cover a distance of more than 11,000 kms (more on page 12).

Migration is carried out in "ocks typically ranging in numbers of between 30 and 100 
birds. The birds frequently "y in “V” formations, taking advantage of the updrafts 
generated by the wingbeats of the bird in front to gain considerable energy 
e$ciency7. The lead is swapped as birds tire and thus they spend their arduous days 
and nights on the wing.

Leading up to and during migration the shorebirds undergo many physiological 
changes. This is called “Phenotypic Change”, which is discussed on page 22.

The navigation skills which shorebirds use are varied and deal with a number of 
contingencies. We are only just beginning to understand these. This is discussed on 
page 28. 

Many other strategies are required to bring success to the whole migratory journey 
and the breeding which takes part at its conclusion. One of these, preparing 
breeding plumage, provides a fascinating insight into the adaptations which these 
birds have acquired. This is discussed on page 16.

Shorebird migration
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Where there’s a bill, there’s a way
Anybody who approaches a wetland immediately notices the amazing diversity of 
bill shapes and lengths among the di!erent bird species. Each species has evolved a 
bill which permits it to exploit its own unique niche, permitting it to survive, free 
from too much competition from others. This is called "resource partitioning".

Resource partitioning appears not just to be between species, it appears that it 
occurs between the sexes of many di!erent shorebirds: typically with the females 
possessing longer bills than the males8. This may permit them to avoid competition 
with the males or it may re"ect di!erent nutritional needs.

Rocky headlands like Boat Harbour's Merries Reef tend to favour the kinds of 
shorebirds which glean prey o! the surface of rocks and cunjevoi, forage through 
algae, or take small invertebrates in very shallow sands at the bottom of rook pools. 
The bills among these species aren't the long probing types, they're more 
"generalist" bills which can be employed in a variety of ways.

Shorebird feeding behaviour
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Shorter bills, like that of the Red-necked Stint (p19) and Ruddy Turnstone (p15) 
appear to be more favourable for use on the reef than the very long bills, but the 
“battering ram” bill of the Sooty Oystercatcher is well suited for the habitat. You can 
learn more about the fascinating foraging activities of the Sooty Oystercatcher on 
page 29.

Visual foraging
All shorebirds will use their vision to opportunistically forage, but for plovers, like the 
Paci!c Golden Plover (p27), Red-capped Plover (p23) and Double-banded Plover 
(p25), excellent vision is their primary means for !nding prey. Their leg proportions 
are ideal to give them the speed which enables them to easily run down their prey. 
These birds also have excellent night vision and it is not unusual to see them 
roosting all day, as they await the evening low tide.

Protecting your patch
Getting enough calories every day is a struggle for shorebirds. They need to recover 
from long non-stop intercontinental "ights and prepare for their next "ight. They 
also need to have su#cient nutrients to produce sound "ight feathers and desirable 
breeding plumage every year and of course, there is day to day survival, so saving 
energy really counts.

Shorebirds are very energy wise and able to calculate when they should defend a 
food resource from their competitors. For instance, if there is very little prey available 
and large numbers of competitors, too much energy would be wasted attempting to 
defend their patch for a meagre return. If prey is plentiful and few competitors are 
present there would be no point to !ghting o$ rivals. However, when there is a 
moderate amount of prey available and a moderate amount of rivals we can 
sometimes see squabbling over resources taking place.

There are more notes on some of the many amazing means that shorebirds employ 
when foraging and which have shaped them and their lives throughout this book.
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Equipment
Birdwatching at its most basic requires nothing more than the outdoors, a bird and 
your two eyes. However, to make a certain identi!cation of the bird and to really 
enter into the bird’s world we need to be able to get up close. As most birds are 
timid, this can make binoculars a necessity. Shorebirds generally roost and feed at 
locations where we are forced to observe at a distance, so for best viewing a 
telescope is also a great investment.

Choosing binoculars
The best binoculars for birding are between 8x and 12x magni!cation: any more will 
make it di"cult to hold them steady and they will weigh too much around your neck 
or in the hands. Binoculars should have a large focal lens 50mm to 60mm. This 
permits enough light in to get a good view when birds are most active - early and 
late in the day - and provides enough !eld of vision to help you !nd the bird quickly. 
Binoculars should also be strong enough to take a little rough treatment and must 
be waterproof. Spend as much as you can on binoculars as no single item will dictate 
the amount of enjoyment you will have observing nature as this one piece of 
equipment. It is highly recommended that you approach a reputable, specialist 
dealer, of which there are several in Australia.

Telescopes
A good telescope is a great investment in enjoying nature study. Choose a scope 
which is sturdy, light weight, waterproof, has a large focal lens and has a 
magni!cation of at least 20x. Most modern scopes zoom to around 60x - quality 
scopes will do so without compromising image clarity. You will also require a good 
tripod to mount your scope on. Choose a lightweight model with legs that fasten 
with a clip, rather than a screw, as threads soon become clogged with sand, mud and 
salt and screwing legs into place is a hassle, time consuming and most importantly 
can cause you to miss the bird! As for your binoculars, it is highly recommended that 
you approach a reputable, specialist dealer for your scope.  These are not a cheap 
item so you will require the best advice and the best selection possible.

Clothing
Wear what is comfortable but make sure that colours are subdued. The birds will 
generally be aware of your presence before you see them, but we don’t want to risk 
alarming them with undue displays of bright colours. A hat and sunblock are both 
essential. Some shorebird locations have healthy insect populations: make sure that 
you have insect repellant.

Birdwatching notes
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Field guides
Your !eld guide choice will depend somewhat on how you see the birds. There are a 
number of excellent !eld guides to Australian birds on the market, but two stand 
out. In our opinion the best for shorebirds is the Graham Pizzey and Frank Knight 
“The Field Guide to the Birds of Australia” as the birds are illustrated in manner which 
compares very favourably to how we see them: with the main diagnostic features 
clearly illustrated. Its only drawback is that it is a little heavy for use in the !eld. 
Simpson and Day’s “The Field Guide to the Birds of Australia” is also excellent. 
However the images of the shorebirds are not quite as diagnostic as the Pizzey and 
Knight !eld guide. The distribution maps, layout and information is excellent in both 
guides. Another worth considering is Slater’s “Field Guide to Australian Birds”, which 
is light weight, with accurate illustrations.

Ethical birding
Ethics in bird watching means to put the health and comfort of the birds !rst: 
moving through their habitat in way which creates minimal disturbance and 
damage to their habitat. It means to accept that sometimes birds don’t want to 
position themselves in a manner which a"ords you the best view and that you 
should do nothing to interfere with them so that you will get the view that you want. 
If we keep these things in mind all parties will be happy and the birds will be there 
for you and your grandchildren to enjoy and share with others in future years.

Approaching the birds
To get the most out of observing shorebirds, we need to know a little of their 
behaviour. If we wish to observe the entire population of shorebirds at Boat Harbour, 
then it is best to visit just after the high tide has turned. Shorebirds seem to be at 
greater ease after the tide has turned but they will all still be on their roost, 
permitting you to see them all together. If you approach from downwind, the birds 
will also feel more relaxed, because they will know that if they wish to escape they 
can take o" more rapidly into the wind and be #ying away from you.

It’s important not to get too close or you will put the roost up and that could be the 
end of your day’s birdwatching. It will also create discomfort for the birds and cause 
them to waste valuable energy. It is best to observe !rst at some distance, making 
certain that there are no birds wandering between you and the roost. Move a little 
closer and observe again for some time. In this way the birds will become more 
relaxed with you and you will be sure of seeing everything which is on the reef.

It is generally best to wear plain colours - not too bright, that nothing is #apping 
excessively in the breeze and to make sure that your hat is not going to blow o" in 
the next breath of wind and alarm the birds.
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Boat Harbour is a small inlet on the north-eastern end of Bate Bay, which is also 
bordered by Cronulla, Eloura and Wanda Beaches on its western and southern sides. 
Adjacent to the inlet is a large rocky headland named “Pimelwi Rocks”. The reef has 
an extensive, !at area adjacent to the beach and is bordered on the ocean sides by 
large, rough boulders. Just o"shore is a second smaller reef, “Merries Reef” which is 
only exposed during low tides.

The reef is ideal for shorebirds as it provides a large area which is always surrounded 
by water on all but the lowest high tides. At low tides, it provides plenty of exposed 
rock platform with a variety of foraging opportunities. The reef supports an excellent 
diversity and abundance of marine life which is typical of intertidal rocky headlands 
along the New South Wales coast. In recent decades it has su"ered from the e"ects 
of poaching and #shers driving vehicles across the reef itself.

In the past a large shorebird population used the beaches which extend around Bate 
Bay and the reef o"ered a safe roost for many hundreds of shorebirds during high 

SIR JO
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Sutherland & Sydney
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National Park

Location and habitat
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tide. Over the decades, disturbance and development by humans right around the 
bay has reduced options for shorebirds at this location, resulting in a loss of diversity 
and abundance on the roost and largely limiting shorebird activity to the actual reefs 
themselves.

Accessing Boat Harbour
The reef can be most easily accessed by the use of a private road to “Boat 
Harbour Four Wheel Drive Park”. It is a few hundred metres before Sir 
Joseph Banks Drive in the Botany Bay National Park. The road is 
easily passable for conventional vehicles, but to 
access the beach, a 4WD vehicle is required. 
For environmental reasons it is 
recommended that we refrain from driving 
on beaches (though many hundreds do every 
week at this location) and use the top car park.  

At the time of publication, the cost to enter the 
private road is around $20. Seasonal passes can 
also be purchased. Although the road is dirt, 
it is good quality. From the car park it is a 
short walk down to the reef. Along the way 
there is plenty of good bird watching, 
including a resident Australian Kestrel, Australian Pipits, White-bellied Sea-Eagles, an 
occasional Swamp Harrier, Golden-headed Cisticolas and, in the heath (overgrown 
with Bitou Bush) Superb Fairy-wrens, White-browed Scrubwrens. For the fortunate 
and stealthy, Southern Emu-wrens can also be observed here.

Alternative access can be had via a trail which runs from a car park located at the end 
of Sir Joseph Banks Drive, in the Kurnell 
National Park. However, the walk is a little 
troublesome when carrying a telescope 
and tripod. 

Southern Emu-wren

Superb Fairy-wren
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The Bar-tailed Godwit is a large mottled brown sandpiper with a long, slightly 
upturned bill, which is pinkish at the base. It has long legs and a long neck. Although 
not always found at Boat Harbour, 
Bar-tailed Godwits are common 
enough visitors to warrant 
inclusion here.

The long bill of 
the Bar-tailed 
Godwit is designed for probing 
deep into the mud and sand of 
beaches and bays, where it excavates 
its prey, including worms, shrimps, small 
crabs and occasionally small molluscs.

The “caring and sharing” 
Bar-tailed Godwit
Earlier in this book (page 5) 
we took a brief look at the 
extraordinary variety of bill shapes and sizes among shorebirds. This permits each 
species to exploit di!erent prey in a variety of ways, thus avoiding competition 
among neighbours and ensuring survival in greater numbers. This is known as 
“interspeci"c resource partitioning”. The same strategy can be found between male 
and female shorebirds, generally expressed in di!ering bill lengths. This strategy is 
known as “intraspeci"c resource partitioning”. 

In the case of Bar-tailed Godwits, the bill length disparity is often very obvious. The 
average range of bill length among male Bar-tailed Godwits is 69-99mm and the 
average range for the females is 90-129mm.  Observations indicate that male 
godwits tend to forage in shallower water than females and often forage on di!erent 
substrates: the males foraging among exposed mud and seagrass more frequently 
and females foraging in sand or shallow water9. When males forage in shallows 
alongside females it has been observed that their capture rates were less than that of 
the females10.

By reducing competition among their own kind, the godwits are able exist in greater 
numbers - not only a caring and sharing strategy, but a good formula for success.

Yellow
Sea

Bar-tailed Godwit
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The story of Godwit E7
In 2007 on the North Island of new Zealand, local researchers and scientists from the 
US Geological Survey set out to explore the theory that Bar-tailed Godwits were 
!ying non-stop from their breeding grounds in Alaska to their wintering grounds in 
New Zealand and eastern Australia. Sixteen Bar-tailed Godwits were "tted with 
satellite tracking devices. One of these was a female, with the tag number E7.

Shorebird enthusiasts across the planet watched in fascination as the journey of this 
intrepid godwit was plotted on Google Earth in the weeks and months 

that followed. The "rst leg of her journey, a 10,300 km !ight 
from New Zealand to the Yellow Sea, con"rmed what 

sightings of leg !ags on these birds had been 
telling us for some years.

After after two months of 
recovering and fattening 

up for the next stage 
of her journey, E7 

departed from the 
Yellow Sea for a 

6,500km !ight 
to her breeding 
grounds in 

Alaska.

On August 30, E7 
departed from 

Alaska and began what 
for many was the 

unthinkable: a non stop 
!ight across the Paci"c 

Ocean - across the planet. 
She completed her journey 

on September 7, 2007. 

This is the longest non-stop 
!ight ever recorded by a bird 
and a testament to the 
extraordinary physiological 
adaptations that have evolved in 

this species.

Pacific
Ocean

Yellow
Sea

Alaska

New Zealand

Migration route
to Australia

Stage 2 Migration
6,500kms in 6 days

Stage 3 Migration
11,700kms in 9 days

Stage 1 Migration
10,300kms in 7 days

World champion migrants
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One or two Grey-tailed Tattlers will often spend the summer at Boat Harbour. They 
are a medium-sized sandpiper with a long, straight bill, distinctive black eyestripe 
and yellow-olive green legs. The 
overall impression that one 
gets is of a grey bird which 
tends to skulk around the 
rocks in a somewhat 
shy manner.

Tattlers tend to be quite wary and 
will take to the wing at the 
slightest attempt to approach them. If 
they are in a roost of shorebirds, it is 
suggested that you keep well 
back as if they take !ight, 
they will take the entire roost 
with them, spoiling your day’s birdwatching, robbing the birds of valuable energy 
and contributing to the disturbance issues which are already at a critical level on the 
reef at Boat Harbour.

Grey-tailed Tattlers are more commonly found foraging on mud!ats, and there is a 
regular population of around 60 tattlers which roost on the sea walls along nearby 
Kurnell Beach. Those which forage on the mud!ats tend to specialise on feeding 
upon crabs. However, it appears that those which spend any time on Boat Harbour 
tend to be more generalist foragers.

Similar Species
There are two birds which are similar to the Grey-tailed Tattler. One is its close 
relative, the Wandering Tattler, the other is the Red Knot. 

The Wandering Tattler is not a very common visitor to Boat Harbour and it requires 
specialist skills to split the two species. This is done by !ight call and close 
examination of the nasal grooves on the birds’ bills. Since both species may not be 
present at one time, it is necessary to be familiar with the standard comparative bill 
to nasal groove length of at least one of the species to determine the species.

There are some subtle plumage features which di"er in these birds. The Wandering 
Tattler is a generally darker bird. Its white supercillium (eyebrow) does not extend 
much beyond the eye, as is the case with the Grey-tailed Tattler. However, feathers 
can blow in the wind or be displaced by a moment of careless preening, so plumage 

Grey-tailed Tattler
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characters in shorebirds can not always be considered a reliable diagnostic tool.

Above: a comparison of the bills of the Grey-tailed Tattler (A) and Wandering Tattler 
(B). The orange arrows indicate the comparative lengths of the rostral, or nasal, 
grooves on these birds. The green arrow indicate the di!erent eye stripes. Note the 
reduced eye-stripe and white eyebrow to the rear of the Wandering Tattler’s eyes.

Below: a comparison of the Grey-tailed Tattler (A) and the Red Knot (C). The Red Knot 
is a dumpier bird than the Grey-tailed Tattler, with more droop to the bill and a much 
paler eye stripe. This is in stark contrast to the dark and prominent eyestripe which 
the Grey-tailed Tattler possesses. Red Knots also have "ne “V” shaped markings along 
their sides, or #anks. Read more about the Red Knot on page 17.
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The Ruddy Turnstone is a medium sized sandpiper with orange/pink legs and a 
shortish, pointed bill which can appear to be a little upturned. Its plumage in mid 
summer is a somewhat untidy 
smattering of mottled greys 
and browns. However, as 
migration time nears the 
turnstones reveal very clean and 
striking breeding plumage of 
black, white, grey and rich 
chestnut browns.

Boat Harbour reef has a good summer 
population of these birds - often more than 
!fteen. During the winter there 
may be only one or two 
immature birds which remain on the reef.

The Ruddy Turnstone gets its name from its habit of "ipping over shoreline "otsam 
with its sturdy bill as it forages for prey. The turnstone’s bill is really the “Swiss Army 
Knife” of shorebird bills, excellent for probing, prising, picking, chipping and snipping 

as the birds work crevices, algae and hollows, when going about 
their daily foraging routine. Their diet includes a wide 

variety of soft and hard bodied invertebrates, including 
limpets, which they easily prise from the rocks of the 

reef and then shear from beneath their hard shells. 
Interestingly, turnstones share a fondness for 

limpets with Sooty Oystercatchers (p29), but 
the oystercatchers tend to mostly take larger 

limpets, whilst the turnstones stick to the smaller ones. 
This may well be driven by energy budgets: why would a 
large bird devote too much energy to extracting a small 

shell!sh and why would a smaller bird struggle with a large shell!sh 
perhaps ultimately to no avail?

Ruddy Turnstones breed in the High Arctic - Siberia and Alaska - and can be found 
along the shorelines of every continent except the Antarctic.

Similar Species
It would be very hard to mistake this bird for any other species.

Ruddy Turnstone
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Breeding plumage is a bird’s way of displaying !tness: possessing the inborn, 
genetic, potential to be attractive to a wide part of the female population and also 
possessing the capacity to forage so e"ciently that the male has excess nutrients to 
his needs. These can be used to produce such !ne feathers. In many species, 
including most migratory shorebirds, breeding plumage also includes camou#age 
on their upper bodies, as most build nests on the ground.

The Problem
The lives of shorebirds are very demanding. In addition to providing the regular 
nutrients to stay !t and healthy on a day to day basis, they must recover from 
transcontinental non-stop migratory #ights which require a week or more of high 
high speed #ight; raise young; refuel and rebuild their bodies in preparation for 
migration. They must still !nd the time and nutrients to  moult and produce new 
body, or contour, feathers twice every year. Not only must they produce gorgeous 
breeding plumage once a year, but need to time the production of that plumage so 
that they’re looking their best in the couple of speci!c weeks prior to breeding.

Timing is a serious issue: good plumage takes time to grow and yet the birds cannot 
a$ord to use excessive nutrients gathered on mid migration staging grounds to 
produce all of their breeding plumage. Nor will they have the time on the breeding 
grounds to grow !ne plumage.  There’s no point in producing colourful plumage 
here in Australia, because they will stand out and risk being taken by predators.

The Solution
Nature has given shorebirds the means 

to overcome these issues very 
elegantly: produce a large amount of 
their breeding plumage here in 

Australia but with a clever twist: They do 
this prior to stocking up on nutrients for 

migration but the tips of the barbs (hair-like 
strands) on their feathers are the same greys 

and dull browns as their non-breeding 
plumage, which requires fewer nutrients to 

produce and is nicely camou#aged here. Further 
down, the barbs are the beautiful colours which will 

attract a mate in Siberia. In the course of a couple of 
months the dull grey tips will wear away, exposing these 

colours so that the birds look their best at precisely the right 
time12 - problem solved! 

Area which will 
wear away,  exposing 
colourful plumage.

A clever feather strategy
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The Red Knot is a medium-sized shorebird from the Sandpiper family. Various 
subspecies are found on every major !yway on the planet. It is largely a grey bird 
when visiting the southern hemisphere. However, when in breeding plumage, this 
bird is a spectacular rusty-red, with beautiful camou!age markings on its back which 
make it near invisible when sitting on a nest on the ground, amid the northern 
Siberian tundra.

Although it can be said that 
Red Knots are reasonably 
common on Boat 
Harbour they can 
best be considered 
occasional visitors, 
making several appearances 
every season. Usually when one 
visits, it will stay for a week or two 
before moving on, presumably back 
to Botany Bay, where there is a 
regular population of these birds 
during our warmer months. Note 
that the bird in this image is an 
immature individual, which tend 
to be more common visitors to Boat Harbour than adult birds.

Similar Species
The only similar bird to the Red Knot (A) which can be found on Boat Harbour is the 
Grey-tailed Tattler (B). The Grey-tailed Tattler is a much plainer bird and has a strong, 
dark eyestripe which helps you distinguish it from the Red Knot.

Red Knot
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Seeing beneath the sediment
Sandpipers like the Red Knot have rows of tiny highly sensitive cells packed under 
the thin protective layer of keratin which covers their long bills. These sensitive cells, 
known as “Herbst Corpuscles”, are capable of detecting very subtle di!erences in 
water pressure around the bird's bill as they repeatedly stab it into mud and sand as 
they forage. As the bill presses into the mud, the interstitial water between the grains 
is forced away from the bird's bill. If an object in the mud is within a couple of 
centimetres of the bird's bill, the water pressure will be increased as the object resists 
the "ow of water and e!ectively "pushes back"13. With practice, birds like the Red 
Knot can tell if that object is a tiny cockle or telline (pipi): shell#sh which are very 
much on their menu. If so, they will quickly snap it up. That shell is then crushed in 
their powerful gizzard and the soft shell#sh extracted for digestion. It can take up to 
three years before these birds can master this foraging technique14.

There is a catch: this only works when the consistency of the mud or sand and 
water is right. This is why when development plans by humans are suggested, we 
cannot say that birds like the Red Knot will be able to move elsewhere to live, as 
they have evolved to suit their habitats - in e!ect, their habitats have shaped them. 
Without the right habitats for these birds they would simply disappear.
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The Red-necked Stint is the smallest of the migratory shorebirds which regularly 
visits Australia. It is one of the smallest members of the sandpiper family, weighing 
around the same as a couple of 
50 cent pieces.

Boat Harbour reef has a 
large summer 
population of 
Red-necked Stints, often 
numbering almost 200 
individuals. In the winter, when 
the adult population has 
migrated north to Siberia, where 
they breed, the population dwindles 
to only several individuals: 
non-breeding immature birds of two 
years or less.

The small size of the Red-necked Stint makes it 
easy to identify. They have a fairly mottled back, 
a pale underside, grey-blackish legs 
and a straight blackish bill which is 
generally about 1/2 of the length of the head.

Similar Species
A similar bird to the Red-necked Stint (A) is the Sanderling (B). The plumage of both 
species can be very similar at various times in their moult cycle, but the Sanderling is 
larger than the Red-necked Stint. The Sanderling has a bill which, by comparison, is 
longer than that of the Red-necked Stint and often has a slight droop. During the 
height of the summer, it is far paler than the stint. 

Red-Necked Stint
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EAST ASIAN-AUSTRALASIAN FLYWAY

New Siberian Islands

Pocket Rockets!
The Red-necked Stint might be tiny, but they’re no lightweights when it comes to 
migratory miles. These small birds can be found on the extreme southern wetlands 
of Tasmania during the warmer months in the Southern Hemisphere and yet they 
breed amid the tundra of Siberia and the New Siberian Islands - north of Siberia and 
12,500 kilometres away. They will make this round trip of 25,000 kms every year of 
their adult lives, which can be for as long as 25 years: that’s a trip to the moon and a 
considerable part of the way back.
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The Sharp-tailed Sandpiper is a small grey-brown shorebird of speckled appearance 
but with a prominent chestnut cap. It has medium length yellowish legs and a 
medium length bill. Although not a 
regular visitor to Boat Harbour, this 
species frequents the locality 
often enough to warrant 
inclusion in this book.

Sharp-tailed Sandpipers are 
more commonly found on fresh 
and brackish water wetlands. When 
they occur at Boat Harbour, it is 
usually only for a short stay and usually 
during the periods prior to and following 
migration when shorebirds are highly mobile.

It is very rare to !nd any immature 
Sharp-tailed Sandpipers in Australia in 
the cooler months as, unlike all other sandpipers which visit Australia, the young of 
this species depart on migration with the Adults in their !rst year.

Similar Species
Whilst the Sharp-tailed Sandpiper has the same proportions as Red-necked Stints 
and Red-Knots, it is considerably larger than a stint and considerably smaller than a 
knot. The chestnut cap readily distinguishes this bird from other species which visit 
Boat Harbour.

The demands of competition and environment placed upon every species is what 
shapes both its appearance and behaviour. Scientists call the appearance and 
behaviour of an organism its “phenotype”, which is a circumstantial expression of its 
genetic makeup, or “genotype”. 

In each phase of a shorebird’s year: pre-migration, migration, post migration and 
breeding, they must ful!l a wide range of demands which are often very much in 
con"ict. These varying, con"icting demands call upon shorebirds to undergo 
substantial physiological change throughout the year: phenotypic change. Here, we 
take a very brief look at some of these phases and the phenotypic changes that the 
shorebirds undergo.

Sharp-tailed Sandpiper

Phenotypic change
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Post Migration
When arriving in the southern hemisphere after several days of non-stop !ight, 
shorebirds are weak and emaciated. Their internal organs of digestion - crop, gizzard 
and gut - as well as their leg muscles have been reduced in order to minimise weight 
during their long !ight15. These will rapidly return to optimum sizes required for day 
to day life, foraging among the wetlands in the southern summer. The birds will also 
complete their moult from breeding plumage into non-breeding plumage in the 
weeks ahead.  If they have arrived in their northern breeding grounds they will have 
"nished their moult into breeding plumage on the staging grounds in southern Asia 
and be ready for breeding. Their weight and body organs will return to a size which 
"ts the climate as well as their physiological and dietary needs.

Pre-Migration
As migration time approaches, the birds will begin a remarkable transformation. 
They will begin their moult into breeding plumage (see page 16), their leg muscles 
will grow larger to accommodate the coming growth in fat and wing musculature, 
their internal organs of digestion will grow in size16 and the density of haemoglobin 
in their blood will begin to increase. As their blood thickens (turning from “standard” 
to “super” fuel), their hearts will also begin to grow in size and strength in order to 
pump it e#ciently.

The birds‘ appetites increase and they begin to store large amounts of fat, 
particularly around their chests and abdomen17. Their wing musculature will grow. 
Many species actually double their weight just prior to migration18. In the days 
leading up to migration the leg muscles begin to shrink and the internal organs of 
digestion also begin to diminish as the birds once again begin to reduce anything 
which is not necessary to power them during migration. The birds soon become little 
more than balls of fat, bones and feathers attached to powerful !ight muscles.

Migration
Fat is the primary source of fuel that the shorebirds use in their long, non-stop 
migratory !ights, but they will also burn up muscle tissue during the journey19. As fat 
is burned up, the by-products are energy, carbon dioxide and water. When muscle 
tissue is burned as a fuel, the by-products are energy, carbon dioxide and lots of 
water20. By burning muscle tissue, the birds are e$ectively remaining adequately 
hydrated. By burning muscle tissue, along with fat, the birds also maintain an 
e#cient power to weight ratio for the duration of their journey. Like other muscles in 
their body, the birds’ hearts will similarly reduce to normal size in the course of their 
migration.
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The Red-capped plover is a small shorebird which occasionally occurs at Boat 
Harbour. These attractive birds can be found at various locations around Botany Bay 
so, although they are a highly 
mobile species, it is likely that 
the visiting Boat Harbour 
birds are from the bay.

Both sexes have very 
clean and white under 
bodies and pale grey-brown 
upper bodies. The males have a 
rich reddish cap with an almost 
black stripe on the forehead. The 
cap is much duller in the females and 
the forehead stripe is generally absent or 
very indistinct.

Red-capped Plovers are a 
non-migratory species and only 
found in Australia. They were 
once present in much larger 
numbers in this locality even in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s and it is likely that 
they bred in the sand hills which were once extensive and much less disturbed in 
those times.

Similar Species
The only similar bird to the Red-capped Plover which commonly appears on Boat 
Harbour is the Double-banded Plover. The Double-banded Plover (A) in 
non-breeding plumage can super!cially resemble an immature Red-capped Plover 
(B), which almost lacks a red cap. However, the bill of the Red-capped Plover is !ner 
and shorter and its supercilium (eyebrow) does not extend beyond the eye. The 
Greater Sand Plover and the Lesser Sand Plovers sometimes visit Boat Harbour too. 
To compare the features of these small plovers, visit page 26. 

Red-capped Plover



There are several species of birds in the Sydney region which nest directly on the 
sand, such as the Little Tern, Red-capped Plover and Pied Oystercatcher. These birds 
face a number of threats: disturbance by humans and egg or chick predation by 
dogs, cats, foxes and Silver Gulls (read more about Silver Gull problems on page 32). 
Despite these many perils, beach nesters around Botany Bay are still hanging on. 
One species is achieving the best results since record keeping commenced.

Little Terns have their good years and their bad years, but appear to be maintaining 
their remnant population by nesting at one of a few sites around the bay each year. 
Many years of work by the National Parks and local volunteers has contributed to the 
expertise which is helping these birds along. Please obey warning signs if you 
encounter a Little Tern colony.

Red-capped Plovers breed in small numbers in several locations around the bay, the 
most prominent being around the wetland reconstruction works at Penrhyn Estuary, 
adjacent to the Port Botany Container Terminal. These birds once nested on the 
sandhills adjacent to Boat Harbour and no doubt many other areas around the bay.

Pied Oystercatchers are doing well. They 
use a number of locations around the 
bay for nesting, included Towra Point 
and Penrhyn Estuary. Of the more than 
100 Pied Oystercatchers on Botany Bay, 
it appears that only a dozen or so 
breed at any one time. This is due to 
the scarcity of locations which are 
suitable for breeding.

For more information visit www.loveourlivinglakes.com.au
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Beach nesters on Botany Bay
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The Double-banded Plover is a small shorebird with a short, narrow, pointed bill. The 
only shorebird which is a regular visitor on Boat Harbour which is smaller than the 
Double-banded Plover is the Red-necked Stint.

Double-banded Plovers are 
unique, in that they are the 
world’s only migratory 
shorebird which migrates 
longitudinally (east-west). 
They breed in New Zealand 
during summer and those who 
do so in the highlands escape 
the relative cold of those regions 
by migrating west and spending the 
winter on the southern and east coast 
of Australia. They can be found inland, the 
author having recorded one on a farm 
dam near Trangie, in the central 
west of NSW. Some of these birds 
migrate north-south to see out 
the winter on islands to the north of New Zealand.

Double-banded Plovers begin arriving on 
Boat Harbour around early February. At 

that time they have lost most of their 
breeding plumage and appear as small, 

brownish birds (above). They stay until 
some time in August (occasionally 
later), at which time they begin to 
reveal their spectacular breeding 
plumage (left).

Similar Species
Similar birds to the Double-banded 

Plover are the Lesser Sand Plover and the 
Greater Sand Plover. These species generally 

occupy the reef at di!erent times of the year, 
but there is enough crossover in presence 

that there is a chance more than one of 
these birds may be on the reef at the 

Double-banded Plover
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same time: a potential source of confusion. The Red-capped Plover is also an 
occasional visitor on the reef. Juveniles of this species may cause some confusion 
too. See page 23 to learn more about this bird.

Once common summer visitors to Bate Bay and Boat Harbour shorelines, the Greater 
and Lesser Sand Plovers are now limited to single birds which sometimes appear 
during the post-migration dispersal of shorebirds across the continent (September - 
October) or during pre-migration movements (February - April). By September, 
Double-banded Plovers have mostly departed from Boat Harbour or will be in 
breeding plumage. However, from February to April, their plumage is similar enough 
to the sand plovers to make identi!cation a little tricky.
 
At this time, the Double-banded Plover (A) has recently moulted into non-breeding 
plumage. The pale areas of their face are bu", or brownish. This plumage generally 
fades to white as the feathers wear. However, it is this facial colouration which will 
generally be your !rst best means of identi!cation. The supercilium, or “eyebrow” of 
the juvenile Red-capped Plover (D) does not extend past the eye.

Note the di"erences among the bills in small plovers. The Double-banded Plover’s 
bill (A) is short and tapers to a point. The Lesser Sand Plover’s bill (B) is very short 
with a prominent bulge on the upper mandible. The Greater Sand Plover’s bill (C) is 
around 3/4 of the length of its head, whereas the bills of the other three species are 
around 1/2 or less of the length of the head. The bill of the Red-capped Plover (D), 
juvenile pictured, is tiny and, unlike the Lesser Sand Plover, lacks any kind of bulge.
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The Paci!c Golden Plover is a large plover with long, green-grey legs and a 
short-medium bill. It has a brown, mottled appearance throughout the summer, but 
as migration time approaches 
in March, the black facial 
and underbody feathers 
of this bird’s gorgeous 
breeding plumage 
being to show, giving them a 
striking appearance as they 
move about the reef.

Because the young make the 
migratory journey to their breeding 
grounds in Alaska and Western Siberia 
from their !rst year (it is not known if they 
breed), it is rare to see a Paci!c Golden Plover at 
Boat Harbour during the cooler months. 
However, there is a healthy summer season 
population of these birds on the reef, generally 
numbering around 20, but 
often considerably more.

Similar Species
Occasionally, a Grey Plover (A) will appear at Boat Harbour. These are a larger, 
stockier bird with a more robust bill. They have none of the golden speckling on 
their backs which is present on the Paci!c Golden Plover (B). There has been at least 
one occasion where an American Golden Plover has been found on the reef. These 
birds are nearly identical,  but such an occurrence is a rare event.

Paci!c Golden Plover
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There is still much to be understood about how birds can reliably navigate from the 
north Siberian tundra plains to locations like Boat Harbour so accurately every year. 
Banding studies indicate that many species have a very high “site !delity” - with 
records of individuals returning to the same part of the same beach every year of 
their lives. Presumably, this is also true of their breeding locations.

Shorebirds have many di"culties to overcome in the course of migration. They do 
not #y in straight lines, but rather travel around “circle routes”: traversing the globe in 
a sweeping arc to shorten the journey. They also must contend with unfavourable 
winds and cloud cover which obscures the sun, stars or landforms. All these pose 
issues which demand mastery of navigation by a variety of means along with sound 
decision making skills.

The sensory world of birds is quite di$erent to ours and there is much conjecture 
about what birds can sense and how and when they make use what they do sense. 
There is good evidence that shorebirds use the position of the sun and stars to 
navigate, when available, as well as landforms, when closing in on known 
locations. We also know that birds can detect magnetic !elds: 
an invaluable means of direction !nding in many 
conditions.

It is necessary for shorebirds to have several navigational 
aids at their disposal, as there are times when each 
method may not be available. The sun may not be 
visible on cloudy days - though the ability of birds to 
sense light in the Ultra Violet range suggest that 
they could locate the sun’s position even on cloudy 
days.  Stars become useful aids at night. Magnetic 
!elds may not be reliable during solar disturbance 
events and when the birds are close to the 
equator, thus hampering the use of this 
intriguing sense. Here again the 
position of the sun would 
prove to be the most valuable 
means of navigation. 

It is doubtful that we will ever have all the 
answers about this amazing story, but we can be 
sure that, as ever, the more we learn, the more 
questions we will have.

Shorebird migratory navigation
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The Sooty Oystercatcher is a large, black, dumpy bird with a long, broad, orange bill 
and long orange legs with very !eshy feet. They have an orange patch of bare skin 
around their eyes. Young oystercatchers tend to have greyish legs and duller bills.

There can be up to 16 (rarely more) Sooty Oystercatchers present on Boat Harbour 
reef at any one time. This population breeds from August until January on more 
secluded beaches on the south coast of New South Wales and some adjacent small 
islands. Therefore, during these months Sooty Oystercatcher numbers may be 
somewhat reduced on the reef. They tend to roost separately from the other 
shorebirds but care should be taken not to approach them as they are very timid and 
will take to !ight easily.

Sooty Oystercatchers are some of the more entertaining birds to visit the reef as they 
are quite gregarious and very active foragers. This leads to considerable squabbling 
and other social interaction, as well as plenty of opportunities for interesting 
observations as they move across the reef at low tides taking their di"erent types of 
prey.

Similar Species
Similar birds to the Sooty Oystercatcher occasionally visit Boat Harbour. These are 
their relatives, the Pied Oystercatchers. They are easily distinguished, as the Pied 
Oystercatcher lives up to its name with its black and white plumage. Otherwise, the 
Sooty Oystercatcher is unlikely to be confused with any other species of shorebird.

Sooty Oystercatcher
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Sooty Oystercatcher foraging guilds
Researchers have discovered that individual oystercatchers tend to be either 
“hammerers”  or “chisellers”,  but never both21. This means that they develop skills at 
extracting their shell!sh prey by either smashing open, “hammering”, their shells or 
by chiselling, chipping and prising them open.

It can take a year or two to learn their trade, which, it appears they learn from their 
parents22. Whichever method they learn, they tend to use for life.

Pinocchios of the bird world
As with all birds, the bony bills of Sooty Oystercatchers are covered with a thin, but 
hard, sheath of keratin - similar to our !ngernails. The hard working bills of the Sooty 
Oystercatcher are subject to a great deal of wear as they smash, hammer and chisel 
at shell!sh and cunjevoi all day. 

In order to compensate for this wear, the tip of the oystercatcher’s bill deposits up to 
nine centimetres of keratin a year23, meaning that if they abandoned their hard 
wearing foraging methods, they would soon be getting around with extremely long 
bills!

Harmony through diversity
Male and female Sooty Oystercatchers have a very large divergence in bill length - a 
remarkable average di"erence of up to 19%. The males possess broader bills which 
can be as short as 5 cms, whilst the females have longer, more slender bills which 
can be up to 9 cms in length. 

It appears that this “intraspeci!c resource partitioning” is driven by competition 
between the sexes which share territories and is shaped by prey choices, with the 
females preferring !sh, crabs, cunjevoi and other softer prey and the males 
preferring mussels, oysters, limpets, turban shells and periwinkles24.
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The Kelp Gull is a large gull with dark wings/upper body and a white tail. It has a 
massive bill with a red tip on the lower mandible. It’s legs are straw/greenish in 
colour. Juvenile and immature 
Kelp Gulls are heavily 
streaked with brown. Their 
bills are pale to very dark 
grey-brown with no red tip 
visible.

Kelp Gulls are quite regular at 
Boat Harbour with two or three 
being present most days. 

Like most gulls, Kelp Gulls 
generally scavenge on shorelines, 
seek out carcasses !oating on the 
ocean surface or lying on 
shorelines and also take pelagic 
"sh. They frequently swoop the 
shorebird roost at Boat Harbour, in 
what appears to be an attempt to capture one of the small birds. At low tides Kelp 
Gulls can often be seen carrying shell"sh into the air and repeatedly dropping them 
onto rocks as means of breaking them open.

Similar Species
The Paci"c Gull (B) is a similar species which is found  a few times a year at Boat 
Harbour. Its bill is more massive than that of the Kelp Gull (A). It is red on the upper 
and lower bill tips. The Paci"c Gull has a black band across the end of the tail, which 
can be easily seen when the birds are in !ight. The Kelp Gull shows white spotting on 
the end of its primary feathers when its wings are folded, whereas there is no 
spotting on the primaries of the Paci"c Gull.

Kelp Gull
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The Silver gull is the gull with which we are all most familiar across much of Australia. 
Adult birds have rich red bills, legs and eye-rings and a clean white head and 
underbody. Their upper body is a 
soft, silver-grey and their tails 
are white.  Juvenile and 
immature birds show some 
brown speckling in the wings 
and upper body and darker 
grey-brown bills and legs.

Being a gregarious and 
somewhat social species, 
Silver Gulls can be frequently 
observed performing elaborate 
recognition and dominance 
displays, which include neck craning, 
arching and snaking, along with gaping of 
their bills and loud calling.

Silver Gulls are mostly scavengers 
which take carrion from shorelines or 
the surface of the sea but will also form 
sometimes large rafts (!oating !ocks) when schools of "sh gather close to 
surface waters. The Silver Gulls will then “duck dive” for the "sh. These birds are also 
nest raiders, snatching eggs and young from species which breed on shorelines and 
o#shore islands, such as terns, oystercatchers and small plovers.

Population issues
Silver Gulls have learned to pro"t enormously from the behaviour of humans. They 
are pro"cient garbage bin scavengers and not averse to hand-outs (or theft) from 
humans who dine in localities where they gather. They have also discovered garbage 
dumps and gather at such places in large numbers. This has led to massive breeding 
success and the populations of this species is now completely out of balance with 
most other species. These circumstances, combined with their habit of raiding nests, 
has created a threatening process for oystercatchers, the Little Tern and small plovers 
such as the Hooded Plover. There is as yet no known means for controlling numbers 
of what has become a “pest” species.

Similar species
There are no regular visitors to Boat Harbour which are similar to the Silver Gull.

Silver Gull
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Of the terns which visit Boat Harbour, only the Caspian Tern is larger than the Crested 
Tern. The Crested Tern is the most common tern in the Sydney region. It is the 
species with which we are most familiar and frequently see hunting o! the back of 
breakers and dropping into the sea with their characteristic plunge diving.

Crested Terns often gather in large roosts on Boat Harbour, frequently numbering 
several hundred birds. They generally roost with the similarly large numbers of Silver 
Gulls which also frequent the reef. It pays to scan these roosts well, as you can often 
"nd terns which are banded (see page 37 for more on #ags and leg bands) or 
sometimes "nd one of the less common tern species which visit the reef from time 
to time, such as Whiskered Terns, White-fronted Terns, Common Terns and 
White-winged Black Terns.

The Crested Tern breeds from September through to January. During these months, 
and in the weeks leading up to September, the Crested Terns begin elaborate 
courtship dances which can be quite spectacular to observe. The male shows o! 
with some aerial displays and then struts about in front of the female with much 
calling, neck sti$y arched and head held high. He then extends and snakes his neck, 
bringing the head down low, continuing to call. He may repeat these actions several 
times. The wings are carried in an unusual, drooping fashion. Generally the display 
ends with an o!ering of a "sh.

Crested Tern
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Similar Species
Its large size and yellow-straw coloured bill make the Crested Tern somewhat of a 
standout, with no similar species frequenting Merries Reef. The only other large tern 
which occasionally visits the reef is the Caspian Tern. Unlike the Crested Tern, the 
Caspian Tern (lower image) has a large, heavy red bill. It is very rare to see more than 
two or three Caspian Terns on the reef at any one time.
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The Little Tern is a one of the smallest members of the tern family. This is a wide 
ranging migratory species with populations found in Africa and Europe, as well as 
Asia and Australia. It appears that the Asian and Australian terns have two separate 
breeding populations: one breeds in the Northern Hemisphere summers and the 
other breeds here in Australia during our summers. This population spends our 
winters in Northern Australia and moves down to the east coast in the summer 
where they breed on quiet beach locations and sands spits.

The Little Terns which visit Boat Harbour every summer are part of a population 
which breed on the sand spits of Botany Bay. Some of these birds are non-breeders 
and it is presumed that these are migrants from the Northern Hemisphere which are 
travelling with the local populations. 

Little Terns are very vocal and highly active. Their elegant command of !ight, 
plunging dives, feeding of their young and fascinatingly choreographed courtship 
displays, complete with "sh o#erings for respective partners, o#ers hours of pleasant 
bird watching or nature study.

The Little Tern is listed as an Endangered Species on Schedule 1 of the New South 
Wales Threatened Species Conservation Act, 1995 (TSC Act). It is also listed as an 
Endangered Species on Schedule 1 of the Commonwealth Endangered Species 
Protection Act, 1992.

Little Tern
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Similar Species
Similar birds to the Little Tern which may be encountered on Boat Harbour are the 
Common Tern and the Fairy Tern. The Common Terns (C) will all be non breeding. 
With their black bill and little or no black marking in front of their eyes, they are 
readily identi!ed. They are a small tern, but somewhat larger than the Little Tern. 

The Little Tern, when breeding, has a yellow bill with a black tip and a pronounced 
black eyestripe which runs right to its bill (A). When not breeding, Little Terns have a 
black bill, a smudge of black in front of the eyes (B) and their legs are black. Fairy 
Terns have a yellow bill when breeding (D) and a black tip on it when not breeding 
(E). However they have only a little smudge of black in front of their eyes whether 
breeding or not breeding and their legs are always yellowish.

Little Tern rookeries
The Australian Little Tern population is in serious decline. This is in no small part due 
to human disturbance, breeding habitat destruction, dogs, foxes, Silver Gulls and 
vehicles on beaches. If you encounter a rookery, or breeding colony of these birds, 
please stay clear of it and observe all warning signs. If the site is not fenced and 
signposted, please report the location to the National Parks as soon as possible.

Reporting coloured leg !ags
Many of these birds have had coloured bands placed on their legs as part of long 
term studies. You may wish to record the bands and pass the details onto the 
National Parks. Details on this can be found on the Leg Flag page (37).
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Coloured leg bands and !ags have long been used by shorebird researchers as a 
means of identifying individual birds and studying their movements and patterns of 
behaviour. Understanding the movements of shorebirds is of prime importance for 
learning how they live and the various conservation issues which they face.

When a researcher traps a 
shorebird, either by mist net, clap 
net or cannon net, the bird is 
generally subject to a range 
of measurements, like head-bill 
length and wing length. The bird’s 
moult is “scored”, or analysed so 
that we can understand its age and 
life cycle. The bird is also weighed. 
Next, our bird’s left leg is "tted with an 
aluminium leg band which has a unique 
number on it and contact details for a central, 
national body which maintains records 
under a national bird banding 
scheme. Finally, the bird may be 
"tted with a series of coloured bands which help the scientists to identify the bird at 
a distance and/or one or two small, plastic, coloured leg !ags (below) which indicate 
the location where the bird was "rst captured. For instance, if a bird was trapped at 
Boat Harbour and didn’t already have leg !ags "tted, the researcher would place two 
small leg !ags on the bird’s right leg: an orange one on top of a green one, as these 
are the internationally recognised colours and combination for a bird trapped in 
NSW.

Reporting leg !ag sightings
If you "nd a shorebird with coloured leg !ags, 

note the species; the location; the date; the 
colour and position of the !ags or bands - 
i.e. orange !ag top right leg and green !ag 

bottom right leg, referring to the bird’s leg. 
These details can be reported to 

mintons@ozemail.com.au. You will get a response 
within a day or so informing you of where the bird was 

"rst caught and banded and will be contributing to our 
knowledge and conservation e#orts as a “citizen scientist”. 

Learn more at www.shorebird-network.net/shorebirds/shorebird-leg-!ags.

Shorebird leg !ags and bands
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